
Text appears: Create without limits 

A single black Razer Seiren V2 Pro microphone multiplies and fills the screen. 

As it combines back into itself, 2 other mics appear to its left and right—the Razer Seiren Mini and Razer 

Seiren V2 X. 

We cut to a series of quick closeups of all 3 mics, before the Seiren V2 Pro takes the spotlight once 

again. 

Text appears: Razer Seiren V2 Pro 

The camera zooms in to the microphone head. 

Text appears: Dynamic mic. Rich, powerful vocals. 

We cut to a shot of the microphone’s body, as a separate screen appears across the shot. It displays an 

audio program which reads: Noise suppression, inactive. 

As noise suppression is activated, the video’s music suddenly becomes clearer and brighter. 

Text appears: High pass filter, blocks out noise 

We cut to a series of closeups of the microphone’s body, highlighting a mic-mute button, a volume 

knob, and a gain knob. 

The Razer Seiren V2 Pro slides out of frame, as a black Razer Seiren V2 X slides into focus. 

Text appears: Razer Seiren V2 X 

The camera zooms in to a cross section of the microphone head, as we see its condenser capsule within. 

Text appears: 25mm condenser mic. Crisp, natural vocals. 

We cut to a shot of the microphone’s body, highlighting a mic-mute button and gain knob. 

A separate screen appears across the shot, displaying an audio program which reads: Digital gain limiter. 

Text appears: Digital gain limiter. Prevents voice distortion. 

With the digital gain limiter currently disabled, we hear a muddy, distorted voice sample play. 

The digital gain limiter then turns on as the same voice sample is replayed—this time sounding far 

clearer and cleaner. 

We cut to a new shot as a black Razer Seiren Mini slides into view—its form factor noticeably more 

compact than then Seiren V2 Pro and Seiren V2 X. 

A Quartz pink and a Mercury white Seiren Mini appear to the left and right of the black model, 

showcasing the full color range. 

Text appears: Clarity made compact 

The Seiren Minis slide out of frame as an audio program appears, flanked by the Seiren V2 Pro and 

Seiren V2 X. 



As the audio program begins to cycle through different EQ presets, we see the EQ profile morph and 

change. 

Text appears: Convenient audio mixing via Razer Synapse. Only for Razer Seiren V2 Pro and Razer Seiren 

V2 X 

The audio program slides out of frame together with the two microphones. 

Text appears: Create without limits 

The Seiren Mini, Seiren V2 Pro, and Seiren V2 X appear together in the closing shot.  

Text appears: Razer Seiren Mini, Razer Seiren V2 Pro, Razer Seiren V2 X 

The 3 mics combine and form into the Razer logo. 

 

 

 

 


